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BUBBLE DETECTION AND RECOVERY IN A 
LIQUID PUMPING SYSTEM 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci? 
cation; matter printed in italics indicates the additions 
made by reissue. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to liquid pumps, and more 
particularly to a method and apparatus for detecting and 
recovering from gas bubbles in a liquid stream being 
pumped by the liquid pump. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

High-pressure pumping systems are knoWn for delivering 
liquid at high pressure. Such a system is described in US. 
Pat. No. 4,883,409 (“the ’409 patent”). The ’409 patent 
describes a pumping apparatus for delivering liquid at a high 
pressure, such as for high performance liquid chromatogra 
phy (“HPLC”) applications. The pumping apparatus com 
prises tWo pistons Which reciprocate in respective pump 
chambers. The pistons and pump chambers are connected 
“serially” in that the output of the ?rst pump chamber is 
connected via a valve to the input of the second pump 
chamber. The pistons are driven by linear drives, e.g., 
ball-screw spindles, and are synchronized so that a ?rst or 
primary pump head receives its ?uid intake at atmospheric 
or ambient pressure and compresses the intake, or puts it 
under pressure to a point, just prior to delivering the ?uid to 
the second or accumulator pump head Which has a high 
pressure interconnection With the primary pump head and 
virtually alWays receives pressurized ?uid. 

In the apparatus of the ’490 patent, the stroke volume 
displaced by the respective piston is freely adjustable during 
a controlled stroke cycle. Control circuitry is operative to 
reduce stroke volume at reduced ?oW rates, leading to 
reduced pulsations in the out?oW of the pumping apparatus. 
According to the ’409 patent, the pumping system includes 
a control means and mechanisms to vary stroke length or 
volume, and stroke frequency. The control means is opera 
tive to adjust the stroke lengths of the pistons betWeen their 
top dead center and their bottom dead center, respectively, 
permitting an adjustment of the amounts of liquid displaced 
by the ?rst and second piston, respectively, during a pump 
cycle such that pulsations in the ?oW of the liquid delivered 
to the output of the pumping apparatus are reduced. 

While pulsations at the output are reduced according to 
the ’409 patent, no consideration is given to the presence of 
gas in the liquid stream. It is acknowledged in the ’409 
patent that the compressibility of solvents used in HPLC can 
be problematic, presenting a source of output ?oW pulsa 
tions. HoWever, there is no consideration of the affects of gas 
in the solvent(s), and the negative implications that gas, i.e. 
in the form of bubbles, Will on the output of the pumping 
system and ultimately on the reliability of the chromato 
graph. 
At least one system knoWn in the art identi?es problems 

and includes mechanisms that attempt to address the prob 
lems associated With gas in the liquid stream. US. Pat. No. 
5,393,343 (“the ’434 patent”) discloses that gas liberated 
due to reduced pressures during the inlet phase of operation 
of a pressurized pumping system can accumulate in the 
pumping chamber and Will not be expelled through the 
outlet because of the back pressure present. Consequently, 
the pump Will stop pumping liquid When the trapped gas 
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2 
remains in the system. Other problems are produced by 
typical hard seat check valves Which can be propped open by 
particulate matter causing leaks. Also, ordinary inlet valves 
in knoWn systems are opened on an inlet stroke by suction, 
Which contributes to undesirable as generation from the 
liquid being pumped. 

According to the ’434 patent, a liquid chromatography 
system is disclosed including a liquid pump having a pump 
ing chamber, an inlet port, an outlet port, and a purge port, 
all communicating With the pumping chamber. A purge 
valve is connected to the purge port and is used to purge gas 
from the system. A disclosed method of operation of the 
system includes monitoring the pumping performance of the 
liquid pump to detect the presence of air in the pumping 
chamber; opening the purge valve; and producing a forWard 
stroke of the piston to discharge the detected air through the 
purge valve. It is asserted in the ’434 patent that of the 
pumping chamber Will quickly correct faulty pump perfor 
mance resulting from air trapped in the liquid phase. The 
pumping performance is monitored by monitoring the pres 
sure in the pumping chamber, as it is asserted that pumping 
chamber pressure can indicate the presence of trapped air. 

In the parallel, dual pumping implementation of the ’434 
patent, each liquid pump has a pumping chamber, an inlet 
valve for receiving liquid, an outlet valve for discharging 
liquid to a separation column, a piston for draWing liquid 
through the inlet valve during a backstroke and for discharg 
ing liquid through the outlet valve during a forWard stroke, 
and a pressure sensor for sensing the pressure in the pump 
ing chamber. The method of operating such an apparatus 
involves monitoring the pressure in the pumping chamber 
With the pressure sensor during the forWard stroke of the 
piston to detect the presence of air in the pumping chamber; 
determining the de?ciency in liquid ?oW produced by the 
pump because of the detected air in the pumping chamber; 
and 

adjusting the operation of the pump to compensate for the 
de?ciency. 

Adjusting pump operation effects desired pump perfor 
mance by compensating the length of the pump’s forWard 
stroke. The adjusting step may include adjusting the speed of 
the forWard stroke of the piston, or adjusting the speed of the 
backstroke of the piston. In order to effect such a method, the 
monitoring is performed during an early portion of the 
forWard stroke. Early monitoring facilitates the desired 
adjustment of pump operation. 

In the dual, parallel pump con?guration of the ’434 
patent, monitoring is effected With a ?rst pressure sensor 
Which monitors the pressure in the ?rst pumping chamber to 
detect an end of the forWard stroke by the ?rst piston. 
Forward stroke of the second piston is initiated in response 
to the monitoring of the pressure in the ?rst pumping 
chamber. Asecond pressure sensor senses the pressure in the 
second pumping chamber to detect an end of the forWard 
stroke by the second piston. The forWard stroke of the ?rst 
piston folloWs in response to the sensing of the pressure in 
the second pumping chamber. Accordingly, controlled par 
allel pump operation is effected. 
Uniform system pressure in the parallel implementation is 

effected by determining system pressure in the separation 
system and accordingly initiating the forWard stroke of the 
?rst piston to provide the system pressure in the ?rst 
pumping chamber at the end of the forWard stroke by the 
second piston. The forWard stroke of the second piston is 
initiated, at the end of the forWard stroke of the ?rst piston, 
to provide the system pressure in the second pumping 
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chamber. The forward stroke of the second piston is initiated 
at the end of the forWard stroke of the ?rst piston, and the 
forward stroke of the ?rst piston is initiated at the end of the 
forWard stroke of the second piston. This synchronizes 
operation of the parallel pump. 

Parallel pumps, such as disclosed in the ’434 patent have 
inherent disadvantages. Parallel pump con?gurations, Which 
by de?nition alternate delivery betWeen pump heads, tend to 
have higher levels of unsWept volumes. Dead or unsWept 
volumes remain undelivered, and during gradient operation 
the unsWept volume is delivered out of order, i.e. after 
delivery of the alternate pump head volume, resulting in 
compositional ripple and/or inaccurate chromatographic 
peaks. 

Furthermore, the mechanism effected in the ’343 patent 
disadvantageously includes a spring loaded outlet check 
valve Which requires additional mechanical parts to address 
problems associated With gas in the liquid stream. The outlet 
check valve prevents ?uid passage from the pump outlet to 
a pulse dampener When gas is trapped in the pump chamber 
(s). To prevent ?uid ?oW from stopping altogether, a sepa 
rate purge valve is activated to facilitate escape of the gas. 
When a large drop is pressure is sensed by the pressure 
transducers, it is assumed that there is gas in the pump 
chamber. At the onset of the pressure drop, the purge valve 
is opened, i.e. turned on, and the gas bubble is expelled. No 
record is maintained of the expulsion of the gas and there is 
no mechanism to cross-check gas expulsion against particu 
lar chromatographic runs to ?ag potentially erroneous runs. 
A fairly high degree of solvent conditioning at the input is 
required to avoid excessive opening of the check valves 
Which can have a detrimental impact on ef?cacy of the 
system. Moreover, the ’434 patent parallel design requires 
tWo additional check valves and tWo additional purge valves, 
With each being comprised of six or more additional moving 
parts. These parts represent additional cost. Long term 
performance and reliability of all of these additional parts is 
dif?cult to maintain. 

In addition to the fact that the added mechanisms, in the 
form of the check valves and purge valves, represent unnec 
essary mechanical complexity and cost in the system accord 
ing to the ’434 patent, the check valves, as discussed in the 
’434 patent, present an opportunity for gas to enter the 
system and/or for leaks to develop. Failure of the mechanical 
check valves to expel gas from the system can result in the 
loss of prime of the pumps Which Will shut the system doWn. 
The purge valve and inlet check valve have unsWept vol 
umes or How areas Which Will disadvantageously contribute 
to band spreading or broadening of chromatographic peaks. 
The increased volume in the pump heads due to check valves 
and purge valves leads to loWer compression ratios for 
pumps according to the ’434 patent design, Which increases 
the difficulty in expelling bubbles. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention provides a serial, dual piston high 
pressure ?uid pumping system that overcomes the dif?cul 
ties of gas in the ?uid stream Without the need for added 
mechanical valves or ?uid paths. 

According to the invention, a bubble detection and recov 
ery mechanism monitors compression and decompression 
volumes, and overall system delivery pressure of a serially 
con?gured dual pump head pump. Bubble detection is 
effected by sensing a ratio of compression to decompression 
volume and determining if the ratio exceeds an empirical 
threshold that suggests the ratio of gas-to-liquid content of 
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eluent or ?uid in the system is beyond the pump’s ability to 
accurately meter a solvent mixture. The magnitude of the 
ratio of compression to decompression volume indicates that 
either the intake stroke has a bubble or that the eluent has a 
higher-than-normal gas content. Once a bubble has been 
detected, recovery is effected by forcing the pump into a 
very high stroke volume With the compression and decom 
pression stroke limits constrained to obtain the largest deliv 
ery stroke compression ratio that Will expel a bubble or 
solvent that has detrimental quantities of gas. 

Features of the invention include provision of a solvent 
delivery system for HPLC Which can automatically recover 
from a potential loss of prime during many hours of unat 
tended chromatography runs of hundreds of injections. The 
detection of a bubble can be logged and recorded during 
each HPLC injection run, to provide a cross-check mecha 
nism to notify the user that chromatography in a given run 
may be impaired. If the magnitude of a bubble or the degree 
of gas absorption by the solvent is not too severe, then 
automatic recovery can maintain acceptable chromato 
graphic results under most typical and adverse external 
in?uences of solvent conditioning. Thus solvent condition 
ing at the input may be minimiZed. Initial detection of 
bubbles or gas is quali?ed using system delivery pressure to 
substantially prevent false triggering of the recovery 
sequence Whenever the pump is delivering How in a non 
chromatographic context, e.g. during purging of the system. 
User de?ned ?oW rates and solvent composition settings are 
not affected by the recovery sequence. The design according 
to the invention avoids the use of spring-loaded check or 
other mechanical valves, and as such, does not additionally 
require a purge valve to pass bubbles. Reliability and 
maintainability of the system is enhanced accordingly. 
Bubble detection according to the invention permits opera 
tion at short piston stroke lengths Which minimiZes delay 
volume and compositional ripple With loW gas compression 
ratios. The bubble detection desensitiZes operational sensi 
tivity to loW gas compression ratios. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and other features and advantages of the present 
invention Will become more apparent in light of the folloW 
ing detailed description of an illustrative embodiment 
thereof, as illustrated in the accompanying draWings of 
Which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a serial dual pump system 
according to the invention; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a bubble detection and 
recovery mechanism as it relates to a pump controller in the 
context of the serial dual pump system of FIG. 1; and 

FIG. 3 is a state transition diagram of the bubble detection 
and recovery mechanism of FIGS. 1 and 2. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

Abubble detection and recovery mechanism according to 
the invention detects the pressure of a bubble or signi?cant 
amounts of gas in a ?uid stream and performs a recovery 
sequence to enhance the pump’s ability to expel a bubble or 
solvent/?uid stream having a signi?cant gas content. The 
bubble detection and recovery mechanism is implemented in 
a solvent delivery pump system, such as is typical in High 
Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) applications. 
Upon detection of a bubble or signi?cant amounts of gas in 
the ?uid stream, a recovery sequence is performed Without 
disturbing user-set ?oW rates and solvent composition set 
tings. 
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The apparatus in Which the bubble detection and recovery 
mechanism is implemented, is a solvent delivery pump 
system, such as illustrated in FIG. 1, designed to meter 
multiple solvents and deliver a desired mixture at a desired 
?oW rate for the purpose of performing chromatography 
separations of sample compounds. 
As illustrated, solvent mixing is performed on a loW 

pressure inlet side of the pump. Up to four different eluents 
(i.e. solvents) A, B, C, D, are available for mixing in selected 
compositions, as knoWn in the art, using a knoWn solvent 
selector valve 10. The solvent selector valve 10 performs 
loW pressure mixing of the solvents A, B, C, D, in any 
combination of the four eluents at atmospheric pressure. The 
outlet of the solvent selector valve 10 is connected to a pump 
head assembly 12 of a primary pump, Which as receives the 
mixed composition of solvents at ambient pressure and 
effects initial pressuriZation of the ?uids input to the system. 

The primary pump head 12 in this illustrative embodiment 
(and likeWise an accumulator pump head as discussed 
hereinafter) is a pump head that has features as described in 
US. patent application Ser. No. 08/606,149 ?led Feb. 23, 
1996, Which is incorporated herein by reference. The pump 
head 12 is generally comprised of a piston con?gured to 
reciprocate in a piston chamber, an inlet check valve, and a 
motor and drive mechanism (none of Which are shoWn in 
FIG. 1). The pump heads are also con?gured With a motor 
shaft encoder that ultimately provides measurement of the 
position of the reciprocating plunger With respect to a 
reference and outputs a signal indicative of the same. The 
primary pump head 12 is the loW pressure side of the pump, 
because its intake is at atmospheric pressure during the 
pump cycle. The primary pump head 12 is used to pressuriZe 
the solvent input and bring it up to the desired system 
pressure. Apressure transducer 14 is used at the output of the 
primary pump head 12 to determine the pressure of ?uid 
output. 

The primary pump head 12 Works in conjuction With an 
accumulator pump head 16 to effect a serial, dual piston 
pump implementation. During primary intake, the accumu 
lator pump head is maintaining system delivery, delivering 
solvent at system pressure. The primary pump head 12 is 
also brought up to system pressure just prior to it delivering 
?uid to the system via the accumulator pump head 16, by 
driving toWards top dead center up to a maximum percent 
age of the Working stroke, referred to as a precompression 
limit or constraint. During primary delivery the accumulator 
is receiving and storing ?uid for the next delivery cycle. As 
described hereinbefore, the outlet of the primary pump head 
12 is connected to the pressure transducer 14, and the outlet 
of the pressure transducer 14 is connected to the accumu 
lator pump head 16, Which is the high pressure side of the 
pump. During normal operation the high pressure side of the 
pump should never drop beloW system pressure. The outlet 
of the accumulator pump head 16 is connected to a second 
pressure transducer 18 Which registers system delivery pres 
sure. The outlet of the transducer is connected to the 
sampler/injector 20 Which is in turn connected to a separa 
tion column 22 and detector 24, as Would be understood by 
those skilled in the art. 
A pump control system 26 receives encoder signals E1, 

E2 and pressure signals P1, P2 and converts them into 
meaningful information used for control and bubble detec 
tion. The pump control system comprises a microprocessor 
based system and a digital signal processor, Which collabo 
ratively perform the functions of How and composition 
control, and motion control respectively, detailed descrip 
tion of Which is beyond the scope of the present disclosure. 
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6 
As illustrated in FIG. 2, the pump control system 26 uses 

the encoder signals E1, E2 and the pressure signal P1, P2, to 
generate a compression volume signal 32 and decompres 
sion volume signal 34 and a system delivery pressure signal 
36. Each pump cycle, the pump control system 26 makes 
available to the bubble detection and recovery mechanism, 
compression volume 32, decompression volume 34 and 
system delivery pressure 36 obtained via the pressure trans 
ducer 18. The pump control system determines the amount 
of decompression volume [32] 34 by monitoring the pres 
sure transducer 14 and the encoder signal E1 during the 
intake stroke. The decompression volume is obtained by 
noting the plunger position at Which the signal from the 
pressure transducer 14 reaches a value that represents atmo 
spheric pressure. The pump control system determines the 
amount of compression volume 32 by monitoring the signal 
from the pressure transducer 14 and encoder signal E1 
during the precompression stroke, prior to delivering to the 
accumulator pump head 16. The compression volume is 
obtained by noting the amount of plunger travel, from the 
encoder signal E1, that it takes for the signal from the 
pressure transducer 14 to reach the equivalent value of the 
signal from the second pressure transducer 18, Which is the 
system delivery pressure 36. The compression and decom 
pression volume signals 32, 34 and system delivery pressure 
signal 36 are issued to the bubble detection and recovery 
mechanism 30 according to the invention. 
The bubble detection and recovery mechanism is gener 

ally a state machine that operates in tandem With the pump 
control system Which, as generally understood in the art, 
controls both the pump’s ?oW delivery and ?uid composi 
tion. The bubble detection and recovery mechanism 30 
provides its state value 38 to the pump controller 26. The 
system controller 26 monitors the state value and only 
initiates a bubble recovery stroke When it sees the state in 
Recovery mode. Although Working in tandem in certain 
instances described hereinafter, the pump control system 26 
and the bubble detection and recovery mechanism 30 oper 
ate independently of one another. 
A state transition diagram of the bubble detection and 

recovery mechanism is illustrated in FIG. 3. The state 
transition diagram represents the internal behavior of the 
bubble detection and recovery mechanism 30. Generally, a 
compression to decompression volume ratio parameter trips 
or enables bubble detection When the ratio exceeds an 
empirically derived threshold. The ratio of compression to 
decompression volume exceeding an empirical threshold 
indicates that the ratio of gas-to-liquid content of the eluent 
is beyond the pump’s ability to accurately meter a solvent 
mixture. The extent to Which the ratio exceeds a predeter 
mined ratio suggests that either the intake stroke has a 
bubble or that the eluent has a higher-than-normal gas 
content. 

Once the bubble has been detected, i.e. the threshold 
exceeded, the mechanism 30, generally, causes the pump 
control system to control the pump heads to deliver maxi 
mum stroke at the onset of detecting a bubble, thereby 
effecting suf?cient stroke to generate high gas compression 
ratios. The high compression ratios generated cause the 
bubble to go into the solution as the ?uid is passed from the 
loW pressure to the high pressure side of the pump. The 
bubble detection mechanism 30 Will cause the larger stroke 
to be effected until such time as a selected or proper 
compression to decompression volume ratio is once again 
achieved, i.e. once the gas bubble or high gas content solvent 
is passed through the system. The very high stroke volume 
is implemented With compression and decompression stroke 
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limits constrained to obtain the largest delivery stroke com 
pression ratio required to expel a bubble or solvent that has 
absorbed a lot of gas. 

Referring noW to FIG. 3, the state machine implementing 
the bubble detection and recovery mechanism 30 according 
to the invention includes the folloWing states: 

Disabled-the mechanism can be deactivated at any time, 
on command, by asserting the Disabled. The default is to 
have the mechanism enabled in Which case it can be in any 
of the folloWing six states. 

Off-the mechanism is automatically defeated during cer 
tain restrictive modes of the pump in Which the compression 
and decompression volume information is not available; 
e.g., While ?oW rate is being changed and Whenever the 
pump is operating in a ?oW regime not used for 
chromatography, such as during purging of the system or the 
like. 

Armed-this is the typical state in Which the mechanism 
remains idle While it Waits to detect a bubble. 

Detect-is the state used to qualify the presence of a bubble 
before performing the automatic recovery sequence. Its 
purpose is to minimiZe the sensitivity of the mechanism 
from momentary upsets of either compression or decom 
pression volumes and/or system pressure transients that 
Would otherWise lead to a false bubble detection. 

Recovery-is the state in Which the pump control system 
alters the pump stroke and compression/decompression con 
straints to achieve the desired high compression ratio. 

Restoring Stroke-is a Wait state in Which the bubble 
mechanism delays until the pump control system restores the 
pump back to its original stroke volume. 

Rearming Delay-is a Wait state in Which the bubble 
mechanism delays before re-arming for another bubble 
detect event. It alloWs the pump suf?cient time to stabiliZe 
before accepting neW compression/decompression ratio val 
ues for the next bubble detect event. 

Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, the pump control system 
monitors the state of the bubble mechanism While maintain 
ing the desired ?oW rate and solvent composition settings 
and only modi?es its behavior Whenever it sees the bubble 
mechanism in the state Recovery. If the magnitude of a 
bubble or the degree of gas adsorption by the solvent is not 
too severe, then automatic recovery, as described, can main 
tain acceptable chromatographic results under the most 
typical and adverse external in?uences of solvent condition 
ing. In all other states, the pump control system maintains 
the preset Working stroke parameters. 
As illustrated in the state transition diagram of FIG. 3, the 

bubble mechanism, once enabled, remains idle in its Armed 
state While it monitors for the presence of a bubble. While 
in the Armed state, the bubble mechanism monitors the 
compression and decompression volumes obtained each 
pump cycle from the pump control system. If the ratio of 
compression-to-decompression volumes exceeds an 
empirically-derived threshold limit R1 (in this illustrative 
embodiment the limit is approximately 1.0—2.0), and the 
system delivery pressure exceeds a preset minimum thresh 
old P1 (in this embodiment approximately 650 psi), then the 
mechanism transitions to the Detect state. The system deliv 
ery pressure is used as a quali?er to prevent false triggering 
of the recovery sequence Whenever the pump is delivering 
How in a non-chromatographic context; e.g., purging the 
system. 

Once triggered into the Detect state, the mechanism 
blindly delays for a preset number of N1 pump cycles 
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(approximately equal to 6) to ensure that the bubble is 
suf?ciently large to Warrant a recovery sequence. At the end 
of N1 pump cycles, the ratio of compression-to 
decompression volumes is checked a second time. If the 
threshold R1 is found to be violated or exceeded, then the 
mechanism considers a bubble as being detected, otherWise 
the bubble is considered too small in magnitude and the 
mechanism transitions back to the Armed state. It should be 
noted that the pressure threshold of P1 is not used to qualify 
the second violation of R1, in case the magnitude of the 
bubble is suf?ciently large to have collapsed system delivery 
pressure. This ensures that bubble recovery Will be per 
formed to avoid a loss of prime condition. Thus, the solvent 
delivery system can automatically recover from a potential 
loss of prime during many hours of unattended chromatog 
raphy runs of hundreds of injections. 
The action taken on egress from the Detect state When the 

mechanism has declared a detected bubble is contingent on 
a user-con?gurable system-level option for bubble detect. 
The user may elect to either ignore, log only, or log and 
recover. If the option is con?gured to ignore, then the 
mechanism returns back to the Armed state. If the option is 
con?gured to log only, then a bubble detect message is 
logged to alert the user that the chromatogram may have 
been affected, before returning to the Armed state. If the 
option is con?gured to log and recover, then the mechanism 
logs the bubble detect message and transitions to the Recov 
ery state, Which initiates the recovery sequence. 
Accordingly, the detection of a bubble can be logged and 
recorded during each HPLC injection run, to notify the user 
that chromatography may be impaired 
The bubble mechanism remains in the Recovery state for 

a ?xed duration of a preset number of pump cycles N2 (in 
this embodiment set to 10) to alloW the pump controller a 
suf?cient number of strokes to clear the bubble using the 
larger bubble recovery stroke. MeanWhile, as soon as the 
pump controller recogniZes that the bubble mechanism has 
entered the Recovery state, it changes its cycle scheduling at 
the next intake stroke to use the larger bubble recovery 
stroke and constrains the amount of stroke travel normally 
allocated for decompression and pre-compression. These 
tWo actions alloW the pump to attain a suf?cient compression 
ratio necessary to expel solvent that has absorbed a consid 
erable amount of gas. The pump controller to operate under 
the bubble recovery stroke parameters until the bubble 
mechanism transitions out of its Recovery state. 
When the preset number of N2 pump cycles expire, the 

bubble mechanism transitions into the state Restoring 
Stroke. This state is necessary, because the pump controller 
can not instantaneously transition betWeen the normal oper 
ating stroke and the bubble recovery stroke. Depending on 
the operational stroke, it can take up to 4 pump cycles (N) 
While in the Recovery state to shift into the bubble recovery 
stroke. On entry into the Recovery state, the bubble mecha 
nism keeps track of hoW many pump cycles it took for the 
pump controller to shift up to the bubble recovery stroke. It 
uses this count later to count doWn in the Restoring Stroke 
state before it begins its stabiliZation delay in the Rearming 
Delay state. The state transition from Restoring Stroke to 
Rearming Delay is detected by the pump controller as a 
signal to return back to the normal operating stroke param 
eters. 

The bubble mechanism remains in the Rearming Delay 
state for a ?xed duration of a preset number of pump cycles 
to alloW the pump suf?cient time to restabiliZe. When the 
number of pump cycles reaches a preset limit N3 (in this 
embodiment set to 6), the bubble mechanism completes its 
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recovery sequence by returning back to the Armed state. On 
transition back to the Armed state the compression ratio is 
checked again as described hereinbefore. 

The Off and Disabled states are not part of the detection 
and recovery sequence. They serve as exception states in 
Which bubble detection and recovery can not be performed. 

While the bubble detection and recovery mechanism 
described herein uses a ratio betWeen the compression 
volume and decompression volume to detect bubbles, it 
should be appreciated that the compression volume and 
decompression volume information can be used as Well for 
other purposes, such as to estimate the volume of gas in a 
solvent, or the like. 

While the use of compression volume and decompression 
volume information is described herein in the context of a 
dual pump head serial pump, it should be appreciated that 
similar use of a compression/decompression volume ratio 
can be effected in a parallel pump con?guration if the pumps 
are under independent control so that one of the measure 
ments can be obtained from one pump While the other pump 
is delivering ?uid. 

Although the bubble detection and recovery mechanism is 
described generally herein as a state machine, it Will be 
appreciated that the state machine described in detail here 
inbefore can be implemented as softWare running on the 
pump control system microprocessor, or the state machine 
cam be implemented in hardWare as an application speci?c 
integrated circuit, or as a combination of hardWare and 
softWare elements effecting the states and functionality as 
described. 

While the invention is described herein in an implemen 
tation to detect bubbles in the volume domain, i.e. by 
monitoring trends in compression and decompression vol 
umes during each pump cycle (as opposed to the pressure 
domain as in prior art implementations), it should be appre 
ciated that measured cycle-to-cycle changes of compression 
volume could be used for other purposes in a ?uid transport 
system such as disclosed herein, such as for selectively 
activating the recovery sequence in cases Where the magni 
tude of a bubble or the degree of gas absorption is suf? 
ciently large. Similarly, cycle variations of decompression 
volumes could be used to track and normaliZe changes found 
in compression volumes While compression is under gradi 
ent control. 

Although the invention has been shoWn and described 
With respect to an illustrative embodiment thereof, it should 
be understood by those skilled in the art that the foregoing 
and various other changes, additions and omissions in the 
form and detail thereof may be made Without departing from 
the spirit and scope of the invention as delineated in the 
claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method for detecting gas in a ?uid transported 

through a ?uid delivery system comprising a ?rst pump head 
having a ?rst piston actuating in a ?rst direction and a 
second direction Within a ?rst piston chamber and a second 
pump head having a second piston actuating in a ?rst 
direction and a second direction Within a second piston 
chamber, said ?rst pump head receiving said ?uid and 
pressuring said ?uid to form a pressuriZed ?uid and said 
second pump head receiving said pressuriZed ?uid from said 
?rst pump head, comprising the steps of: 

monitoring compression volume of said pressuriZed ?uid 
compressed by said [second] ?rst piston Within said 
[second] ?rst piston chamber to determine a compres 
sion volume; 
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10 
monitoring decompression volume of said pressuriZed 

?uid Within said [second] ?rst piston chamber to deter 
mine a decompression volume; 

determining a compression to decompression volume 
ratio representing a ratio of said compression volume to 
said decompression volume; 

selecting a threshold level of said ratio of said compres 
sion volume to said decompression volume; 

determining if said compression to decompression vol 
ume ratio exceeds said threshold level; 

if said compression to decompression volume ratio 
exceeds said threshold level increasing a stroke length 
of at least said [second] ?rst piston. 

2. The method of claim 1 Wherein said step of monitoring 
compression volume includes the steps of: 

using a ?rst pressure transducer to sense a pressure of said 
pressuriZed ?uid output from said ?rst piston chamber 
during a precompression stroke of said ?rst piston prior 
to delivering said pressuriZed ?uid to said second pump 
head; 

determining a system pressure With a second pressure 
transducer that senses pressure of output from said 
second piston chamber; 

determining an amount of travel of said ?rst piston in said 
?rst piston chamber required for said pressure of said 
pressuriZed ?uid output from said ?rst piston chamber 
to equal said system pressure. 

3. The method of claim 2 Wherein said amount of travel 
of said ?rst piston is determined using an encoder. 

4. The method of claim 1 Wherein said step of monitoring 
decompression volume includes the steps of, 

using a ?rst pressure transducer to sense a pressure of said 
pressuriZed ?uid output from said ?rst piston chamber 
during an intake stroke of said ?rst piston; and 

monitoring a position of said ?rst piston during said 
intake stroke to determine position of said ?rst piston 
Whereat said pressure of said pressuriZed ?uid output 
from said ?rst piston chamber is substantially equal to 
atmospheric pressure. 

5. The method of claim 1 Wherein said compression 
volume, said decompression volume and said system pres 
sure are input to a state machine. 

6. The method of claim 5 Wherein said state machine is 
enabled by a ratio of said compression volume to said 
decompression volume exceeding a ?rst selected threshold. 

7. The method of claim 5 Wherein said state machine 
effects a state Wherein a pump control system controls said 
?rst pump head and said second pump head to increase 
stroke length of at least one of said ?rst pump head and said 
second pump head. 

8. The method of claim 7 Wherein said stroke length is 
increased until said ratio of said compression volume to said 
decompression volume reaches a second selected threshold. 

9. A ?uid delivery system including an apparatus detect 
ing gas in a ?uid transported through said system, compris 
ing: 

a ?rst pump head having a ?rst piston actuatable in a ?rst 
direction and a second direction Within a ?rst piston 
chamber, said ?rst pump head receiving said ?uid and 
pressuriZing said ?uid to form a pressuriZed ?uid; 

a second pump head having a second piston actuatable in 
a ?rst direction and a second direction Within a second 
piston chamber, said second pump head receiving said 
pressuriZed ?uid from said ?rst pump head and pump 
ing said pressuriZed ?uid at a system pressure; 
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a ?rst pressure transducer that senses a ?rst pressure of 
said pressurized ?uid output from said ?rst piston 
chamber during a precompression stroke of said ?rst 
piston prior to delivering said pressuriZed ?uid to said 
second pump head; 

a second pressure transducer that senses a second pressure 

of output from said second piston chamber; 
an encoder to provide an indication of an amount of travel 

of said ?rst piston Within said ?rst piston chamber; 
a control system monitoring compression volume of said 

pressuriZed ?uid compressed by said ?rst piston Within 
said ?rst piston chamber to generate a compression 
volume signal, monitoring decompression volume of 
said pressuriZed ?uid Within said ?rst piston chamber to 
generate a decompression volume signal, and monitor 
ing said second pressure of output from said second 
piston chamber; and 

a bubble detection and recovery mechanism receiving 
from said control system an indication of said second 
pressure of output from said second piston chamber, 
said compression volume signal, and said decompres 
sion volume signal, said bubble detection and recovery 
mechanism affecting a pump control system that con 
trols said ?rst pump head and said second pump head 
to increase stroke length of at least one of said ?rst 
pump head and said second pump head. 

10. The ?uid delivery system of claim 9 Wherein said 
bubble detection and recovery mechanism includes a state 
machine receiving from said control system an indication of 
said second pressure of output from said second piston 
chamber, said compression volume signal, and said decom 
pression volume signal, and said state machine is enabled by 
a ratio of said compression volume to said decompression 
volume exceeding a ?rst selected threshold. 

11. The ?uid delivery system of claim 9 Wherein said state 
machine effects a state Wherein said control system controls 
said ?rst pump head and said second pump head to increase 
stroke length of [at least one of] at least one of said ?rst 
pump head and said second pump head. 

12. The ?uid delivery system of claim [11] 10 Wherein 
said stroke length is increased until said ratio of said 
compression volume to said decompression volume reaches 
a second selected threshold. 
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13. The ?uid delivery system of claim 9 Wherein a ratio 

of said compression volume of said decompression volume 
exceeding a ?rst selected threshold indicates presence of a 
bubble in said ?uid and said state machine includes a detect 
state used to qualify presence of said bubble before per 
forming an automatic recovery sequence in order to mini 
miZe sensitivity of said bubble detection and recovery 
mechanism from momentary upsets of either compression or 
decompression volumes. 

14. The ?uid delivery system of claim 9 Wherein a ratio 
of said compression volume to said decompression volume 
exceeding a ?rst selected threshold indicates presence of a 
bubble in said ?uid, and Wherein said state machine includes 
a recovery state in Which said control system alters pump 
stroke of said ?rst pump head and said second pump head to 
achieve a desired high compression ratio. 

15. The ?uid delivery system of claim 9 Wherein a ratio 
of said compression volume to said decompression volume 
exceeding a ?rst selected threshold indicates presence of a 
bubble in said ?uid, and Wherein said state machine includes 
an armed state in Which said bubble detection and recovery 
mechanism remains idle While it Waits to detect a bubble. 

16. The ?uid delivery system of claim 9 Wherein a ratio 
of said compression volume to said decompression volume 
exceeding a ?rst selected threshold indicates presence of a 
bubble in said ?uid, and Wherein said state machine includes 
a restoring state in Which said bubble detection and recovery 
mechanism invokes a delay until said control system 
restores said ?rst pump head and said second pump head 
back to an original stroke volume. 

17. The ?uid delivery system of claim 9 Wherein a ratio 
of said compression volume of said decompression volume 
exceeding a ?rst selected threshold indicates presence of a 
bubble in said ?uid, and Wherein said state machine includes 
a rearming delay state in Which said bubble detection and 
recovery mechanism delays before re-arming for another 
bubble detect event to alloW said ?uid delivery system time 
to stabiliZe before accepting neW compression volume and 
decompression volume values for a next bubble detect 
event. 


